Tender for the Printing and Supply of Transport Permit

TENDER NO. C-DIT/06/OIP-PRDN/2024-25/T518 dated 12.06.2024

Tenders are invited for the printing and supply of Transport Permit at C-DIT, Thiruvananthapuram. The envelopes containing the tender should bear the superscription “Tender for the Printing of Transport Permit” and should be addressed to The Registrar, Centre for Development of Imaging Technology (C-DIT), Chithranjali Hills, Thiruvallam, Thiruvananthapuram 695027. Last date for receipt of tenders is 22.06.2024, 3.00 PM. The tenders will be opened at 3.30 PM on 22.06.2024.

Requirement Specification

1. PRINT SPECIFICATION FOR IMPORT PERMIT

One unit of import permit contains one plus four copies having security marking, each coded with different colour and embedded with carbon paper set as individual unit suitable for impact printing in a continuous stationary format (Size – 10”x12”x 5 (one plus four))

QUANTITY – 10000 units

PAPER

The paper will be supplied by C-DIT and The Specification of paper is as follows

- Paper format - Real type
- Paper GSM - 60
- Paper type - unbleached- UV print compactable
- Width - 10 inches

The printer has to mention the required quantity of paper for the production of 10,000 units including wastage.

The cost has to be included for the transporting of the paper rolls from C-DIT premise to the printing facility and the printed documents back to C-DIT

PRINTING

Front Side – Four Colour Printing
Back Side – One Colour Black
SECURITY FEATURES TO BE PRINTED

1. Void pantograph
2. Opaque Text
3. Guilloche Pattern
4. Micro line
5. Inverted Micro line
6. UV Thread & UV Emblem
7. Penetrating Ink Serial Numbering

2. PRINT SPECIFICATION FOR TRANSPORT PERMIT

One unit of transport permit contains one plus three copies having security marking, each coded with different colour and embedded with carbon paper set as individual unit suitable for impact printing in a continuous stationary format (Size – 10”x12”x 4 (one plus three))

QUANTITY – 10,000 units

PAPER
The paper will be supplied by C-DIT and The Specification of paper is as follows
- Paper format - Real type
- Paper GSM - 60
- Paper type- unbleached- UV print compactable
- Width- 10 inches

The printer has to mention the required quantity of paper for the production of 10,000 units including wastage.

The cost has to be included for the transporting of the paper rolls from C-DIT premise to the printing facility and the printed documents back to C-DIT

PRINTING
Front Side – Four Colour Printing
Back Side – One Colour Black

SECURITY FEATURES TO BE PRINTED

1. Void pantograph
2. Opaque Text
3. Guilloche Pattern
4. Micro line
5. Inverted Micro line
6. UV Thread & UV Emblem
7. Penetrating Ink Serial Numbering
General conditions

1. There is no separate bid provided for quoting the price. Intending tenderers may submit the tenders on their own papers by post/hand.

2. The rate shall be inclusive of all taxes. Freight charges and other expenses for delivery at the site.

3. Supply shall be done at OIP Division, C-DIT Main Office, Thiruvallam, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala.

4. Delivery of the item shall be arranged within **10 days** on receipt of the firm order.

5. Rates quoted by the bidder shall be valid for a period of six months from the date of opening of the tender.

6. The rate quoted for the item shall be firm and no enhancement will be allowed under any circumstances.

7. No advance payment will be made against the supply.

9. **PAYMENT TERMS**

   100% payment will be released against submission of invoice.

10. If the bidder has any doubt on technical specifications, please contact the HoD(OIP) on Mobile No: 9447827852

Registrar, C-DIT

12.06.2024